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ABSTRACT

The reconvergence of routing protocols in response to changes
in network topology can impact application performance.
While improvements in protocol specification and imple-
mentation have significantly reduced reconvergence times,
increasingly performance-sensitive applications continue to
raise the bar for these protocols. As such, monitoring the
performance of routing protocols remains a critical activity
for network operators. We design FlowRoute, a tool based
on passive data plane measurements that we use in conjunc-
tion with control plane monitors for offline debugging and
analysis of forwarding table dynamics. We discuss practical
constraints that affect FlowRoute, and show how they can
be addressed in real deployment scenarios. As an applica-
tion of FlowRoute, we study forwarding table updates by
backbone routers at a tier-1 ISP. We detect interesting be-
havior such as delayed forwarding table updates and routing
loops due to buggy routers – confirmed by network opera-
tors – that are not detectable using traditional control plane
monitors.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.3 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network
Operations, Network Management

General Terms

Design, Measurement, Performance

Keywords

Measurement, Netflow, Routing Update

1. INTRODUCTION
The behavior of networks during and after routing changes

– when packets may be subject to looping, loss, and delay
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variation – is an important determinant of the performance
that end users perceive. Historically, inter-domain routing
convergence could take minutes [12], while intra-domain pro-
tocols (e.g., OSPF) could take tens of seconds. Subsequent
improvements in protocol specification and implementation
reduced the reconvergence times of these protocols. How-
ever, the recent rise of applications with stringent perfor-
mance requirements means that routing reconvergence is
still a subject of intense interest among service providers.

To study routing behavior, network operators often use
specialized control plane monitors [19–21] that peer with and
receive routing updates from one or more routers. Control
plane monitors can indicate when a router received a routing
update, i.e., when the router should have updated its forward-
ing table, and what it should have updated to. They cannot
detect, however, when the router actually implemented the
change in its forwarding table, and what change it made.
The actual change may be delayed, or may differ from what
is expected due to hardware or protocol implementation
bugs in routers. Further, monitoring the control plane at
one or a few routers may not indicate how close in time dif-
ferent routers update their forwarding tables. If these times
diverge, we could see transient forwarding loops and poor
end-to-end performance. One could study forwarding table
updates using logs collected directly from routers. In today’s
networks, however, we cannot instrument routers to dump
their forwarding tables after every update. Even if this were
feasible, it would require transporting and processing giga-
bytes of data after every update. SNMP polling would also
have to deal with the same data volume, and under current
operational practices, would give us a 5-minute resolution
for inferring forwarding table changes – too coarse for our
needs. One could use active probing (e.g., traceroutes) to
monitor forwarding table updates. Active probing faces two
drawbacks, however; provisioning monitors to achieve high
spatial coverage can be costly, and the temporal resolution
is limited by probing rates, which we cannot increase indef-
initely without causing excessive overhead.

We describe the design and implementation of FlowRoute,
a tool that works in conjunction with existing control plane
monitors to analyze forwarding table dynamics. FlowRoute
can measure forwarding table update times across routers
and help operators identify slow forwarding table updates,
transient forwarding loops, and large traffic shifts. FlowRoute
works offline, using passive flow-level measurements (e.g.,
Cisco’s Netflow [4]) that operators routinely collect in to-
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day’s networks; as such, it does not impose additional over-
head on routers. FlowRoute is agnostic to the specific rout-
ing protocols in use and can be applied to both intra-domain
and inter-domain routing.

As an application of FlowRoute, we study forwarding ta-
ble updates at backbone routers in a large tier-1 ISP.We find
unexpected cases wherein forwarding table updates at a sin-
gle router are delayed following a routing event. Delayed
updates, in turn, cause forwarding loops lasting tens of sec-
onds in some cases. Using FlowRoute, we attributed these
effects to specific routers that were often late in updating
their forwarding tables. Network operators confirmed that
those routers did indeed have protocol implementation bugs
causing performance issues.1 Such unexpected behavior is
not detectable using traditional control plane monitors.

We believe that operators can apply FlowRoute to a broad
set of other debugging/analysis problems. For example, by
measuring forwarding behavior across routers, FlowRoute
can help network operators examine the extent to which
forwarding table updates are synchronized across routers.
FlowRoute can also quantify the network-wide effects of
routing changes, such as traffic shifts and changes in link
utilization after a routing change.

2. RELATED WORK
The OSPFmon [21] deployment at AT&T, the IP moni-

toring project at Sprint [10] and commercial products such
as Route Explorer [16] provide route monitoring services to
ISPs. However, none of these systems can study forward-
ing table performance at the timescales that FlowRoute is
capable of. Feldmann et al. [9] describe an approach to peri-
odically dump router configuration files in order to identify
configuration errors. Their approach provides a static view
of the routing state at each router. Such an approach would
face significant scalability problems if extended to studying
routing table dynamics.

In theory, one could use traceroute-like active measure-
ment tools [3] to infer forwarding table changes. Active
measurement provides a view of the routing state at routers
on a path at the time the probes are sent. To achieve a
sufficiently high temporal resolution for studying forward-
ing table updates, we would need a high probing rate and a
large number of vantage points. Previous studies have used
a combination of active probing, route monitoring and pas-
sive measurements to quantify the effects of routing events
on end-to-end loss rates [23] and delays [18]. FlowRoute al-
lows us to study forwarding table dynamics, which we can
use to investigate the effects of routing events on end-to-end
performance.

Operators use flow-level measurements from ISP networks
for a variety of applications such as estimating intradomain
traffic matrices [13] and flow size distributions [8]. Teix-
eira et al. [22] use NetFlow and routing data from a large
Tier-1 ISP to quantify the effects of routing changes on the
intradomain traffic matrix. Agarwal et al. use passive data
to measure the effect of BGP route changes on the ingress-
egress traffic matrix [1], and to study how traffic to neigh-
boring ASes shifts due to changes in a local AS’ IGP link
metrics [2]. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work
used flow-level data to study forwarding table dynamics.

1These routers were subsequently retired from the network.

Figure 1: Basic model for routing change detection

3. FLOWROUTE DESIGN
We begin by describing, at a high level, the approach and

algorithms embodied in FlowRoute. Figure 1 shows a single
packet flow f1 towards destination D. Suppose that router
R forwards this flow towards next hop router N1 at time t1.
The flow record at N1 indicates that the previous hop was
R, or, equivalently, that N1 was R’s next hop towards D

at time t1. If the next hop changes to N2 at time t2 > t1,
then a flow f2 traversing R and destined to D will gener-
ate a corresponding flow record at N2. By using these two
flow records, we can infer when R started routing flows to-
wards N2. We next describe how we process the raw flow
records from routers and infer routing changes. Note that
FlowRoute processes flow records offline, on infrastructure
that operators already use for network management, and
does not impose additional overhead on routers.

3.1 Flow Records
We use flow records generated by Netflow [4], which is

supported by multiple router vendors. Netflow records sum-
marize flows, i.e., sets of packets which share common header
fields (e.g., source and destination IP addresses). To infer
routing changes, FlowRoute uses the following information
that is present by default in Netflow records: the router R

that observed the flow; the incoming and outgoing interfaces
i and o at R; the times tf and tl of the first and last pack-
ets of the flow; and the destination D. We denote this flow
record by the tuple (R, i, o, tf , tl, D).

While flow records report both incoming and outgoing in-
terfaces, there is an important semantic difference between
the two. The incoming interface is part of the flow key which
defines a flow. A change in the incoming interface leads to
the creation of a new flow record. Consequently, we know
that each packet of a flow arrived on the input interface in-
dicated by the flow tuple. In contrast, the outgoing interface
o is not part of the flow key. Therefore, a change in the out-
going interface (next hop) while the flow is active will not
generate a new flow record. Rather, the timestamp tf in
the flow record indicates the time when the flow record was
created. Thus, we can only infer reliably that the reported
outgoing interface was used for the first packet of the flow.

3.2 Inferring Routing Changes
We collect Netflow records and process them offline to ob-

tain a stream of Routing Flow Records (RFRs). Each
RFR is of the form (R1, t1, t2, D,R2), which states that
during the interval [t1, t2], router R1 is forwarding pack-
ets to destination D via next hop R2. In Figure 2, we de-
scribe how we construct two RFRs from each flow record
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Figure 2: Construction of two Routing Flow Records
from a flow record

(R, i, o, tf , tl, D) at router R. First, using the incoming in-
terface i, we generate RFR1=(Rp, tf −δ, tl−δ,D,R), which
indicates that during the interval [tf − δ, tl − δ], router Rp

used R as the next hop to reach destination D.2 To ob-
tain timestamps at Rp from the packet observation times
tf and tl at R, we subtract the propagation delay δ of the
link between Rp and R. We ignore queuing delays, as they
cannot be estimated using topology and configuration infor-
mation alone. Moreover, queuing delays are typically neg-
ligible at backbone routers [17]. We also ignore clock skew
across routers, as routers use NTP [14] for clock synchro-
nization. Next, using the outgoing interface o, we generate
RFR2=(R, tf , tf , D, Rn). Due to the semantic difference be-
tween incoming and outgoing interfaces, the two timestamps
in RFR2 are the same.

Consider again the routers R, N1 and N2 in Figure 1.
Suppose we have RFRs (R,t1,t2,D,N1) and (R,t3,t4,D,N2)
with t1 < t4. The first RFR indicates that R used N1 as
the next hop to D during the interval [t1, t2], and the second
RFR indicates that R used next hop N2 during [t3, t4]. Two
scenarios are possible: if t3 < t2, this may mean that Equal-
Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) routing [15] is sending similarly-
destined flows over two different downstream links (We ad-
dress the issue of ECMP in the following section). If, on the
other hand, t2 < t3, then R changed its forwarding path to
D at some point in the range [t2, t3]. Our fundamental unit
of route change measurement is thus a Range (R, [t, t′], D),
indicating that R changed its next hop towards destination
D at some point during the interval [t, t′].

4. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we discuss some issues that must be ad-

dressed before FlowRoute can be deployed in operational
networks.

4.1 Destination Granularity
FlowRoute needs to observe consecutive flows to the same

destination, D, to be able to infer forwarding changes to-
wards D. While the destination IP address of a flow is an
obvious choice, a router may not observe sufficient flow vol-
ume towards the same destination to obtain a sufficient tem-
poral resolution for the time window of the routing change.
Aggregating at the level of destination prefixes yields more
flows to each destination but requires some additional infor-
mation to map a flow to its associated prefix. A third option
is to use the iBGP next hop field [6] in Netflow, in which
case routers need to have complete iBGP routing tables.

2We can map the incoming and outgoing interfaces in Net-
flow records to previous and next hop routers, and obtain
link propagation delays using slowly changing information
available from SNMP and configuration data.

Our motivation in developing FlowRoute was to under-
stand the intra-AS routing dynamics of a large ISP. Such
networks are often designed to have a route free core, mean-
ing that routes consist of label-switched MPLS paths be-
tween ingress and egress routers. For routing within such
a network, the address of the MPLS tunnel endpoint is the
“destination” of a flow. In this work, we use FlowRoute
to study intra-AS routing using MPLS tunnel endpoints as
destinations. We emphasize, though, that our method does
not depend on the choice of MPLS tunnel endpoints as des-
tinations. An operator is free to choose the appropriate
granularity of D.

4.2 Routing Change vs ECMP
We have assumed that consecutive RFRs with different

next hops towards the same destination indicate a rout-
ing change. This may not hold when Equal-Cost Multi-
Path (ECMP) [15] is enabled; a router may have two or
more equal cost paths to the same destination and alter-
nate between them on a per-flow basis. Consider a router
R with two equal cost paths to destination D via next hops
R1 and R2. Consecutive RFRs of the form (R,t1,t2,D,R1),
(R,t3,t4,D,R2), and (R,t5,t6,D,R1) would appear as a change
in R’s next hop from R1 to R2 in the time interval [t2,t3],
and from R2 to R1 in time interval [t4,t5]. Next-hop changes
due to ECMP do not appear as routing changes to a con-
trol plane monitor. Further, the mapping of a flow tuple to
next hop routers can be dynamic, meaning that our offline
analysis cannot leverage known properties of the mapping
function to detect ECMP. We therefore design a method to
distinguish between routing changes and ECMP using the
sequence of RFRs.

We find empirically – using data from a day on which a
production control plane monitor reported no routing events
– that in more than 99% of cases, a router forwards fewer
than 20 flows to a certain next hop, before routing a flow
to a different equal cost next hop. Using this observation,
we devise the following ECMP filtering algorithm. We keep
track of the current next hop nc(R,D) for router R towards
destination D, and the number of consecutive flows fc(R,D)
that R has routed towards the current next hop nc(R,D).
Let nh(R,D) be the next hop for router R towards destina-
tion D obtained from the latest RFR. If nh(R,D) is different
from nc(R,D), and if fc(R,D) > tecmp, then we count this
as a routing change; otherwise we assume it is an instance
of ECMP. For the analysis in this paper, we use tecmp=20.3

4.3 Traffic Rates and Sampling
FlowRoute produces a set of ranges, (R, [t, t′], D), speci-

fying the time window in which we infer a routing change
to have occurred. The temporal resolution of our inference
(the width of these ranges) depends on the frequency with
which flows to destination D traverse router R, which itself
depends on the popularity of D and the distance (in net-
work hops) of R from D. Routers closer to destination D

aggregate traffic from more sources on the sink tree towards
D. Packet sampling in NetFlow also affects the temporal
granularity of our inference. This effect is compounded by
further sampling of flow records within the measurement col-
lection infrastructure [7]. To quantify the effect of sampling,
1Gbps of backbone traffic would generate hundreds of Net-

3We would need to estimate tecmp specifically for the net-
work on which we deploy FlowRoute.
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Flow records per second with 1 in 500 packet sampling [11],
giving us a temporal resolution of a few milliseconds. 1Mbps
of traffic would yield a temporal resolution of a few seconds,
still sufficient for many applications. FlowRoute achieves
high temporal resolution on routes that have the most traf-
fic, which are exactly the routes that operators care most
about monitoring. Also, FlowRoute is not limited to us-
ing flow records generated by existing traffic. We can aug-
ment existing traffic on low-traffic routes with active packet
probes. A router equipped with Flexible NetFlow [5] can in-
stantiate a dedicated packet filter to select all active probe
packets based on a predetermined IP address/port signa-
ture. The resulting temporal resolution can be as small as
the inter-probe time.

Though the temporal resolution of our inferences depends
on the flow rate and sampling, we emphasize that these fac-
tors do not affect the correctness of the ranges we infer. For
example, the range (R, [t, t′], D) denotes that we last ob-
served a flow at R towards the old next hop (say N1) at
time t, and first observed a flow at R towards the new next
hop (say N2) at time t′. Due to sampling, we could have
missed a flow at R towards N1 at time t + δ1, and a flow
towards N2 at time t′−δ2. A larger flow volume or less sam-
pling would thus lead to narrower ranges. In the absence of
short-lived route flaps, the bounds provided by our inferred
range (R, [t, t′], D) are correct – R was routing flows to N1

at least until t, and R started routing flows to the new next
hop N2 no later than t′.

5. RESULTS
In this section, we use FlowRoute to study how routers

update their forwarding tables in response to routing events
reported by a control plane monitor. We first describe our
datasets and verify the consistency of the route change in-
formation obtained across routers.

5.1 Approach and Data
Our study uses two types of data collected from a Tier-1

ISP network during July and August 2008. Our first dataset
consists of routing events reported by OSPFMon[16] in the
form of Link State Advertisements (LSAs) that indicate
changes in link status (up/down) or link weights which could
result in routing changes. OSPF events lend themselves to
clustering, since events such as the cost-in or cost-out of
links often result in multiple subsequent events relating to
changes in path metrics. For each OSPF event cluster, a
range [ts, te] indicates the start and end time of the cluster.
We use a clustering threshold of 50 seconds, after which two
events are assigned to separate clusters. Our second dataset
consists of packet sampled Netflow records (which were also
subject to flow-level sampling [7]) collected from several hun-
dred backbone routers during the same two month period.
We use FlowRoute to measure the times when routers up-
dated their next hops in response to measured OSPF events
(after filtering out occurrences of ECMP).

5.2 Validation of Inter-Router Consistency
Recall from Section 3 that each Netflow record generated

at a router R creates two RFRs: one describing the routing
state at R (towards its next hop) and one describing the
routing state at the previous hop (towards R). We may ob-
serve consecutive RFRs at router R, or two RFRs at differ-
ent routers downstream of R, indicating that R changed its
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Figure 3: Router A: Updates of next hop to all
destinations are consistent with OSPF events.

next hop.4 We validate the consistency of routing changes
inferred from the two vantage points, providing assurance
that our methodology is sound, and that NTP time synchro-
nization across routers is sufficient for FlowRoute’s purpose.

We separate the stream of RFRs into those obtained using
input interfaces (I stream) and output interfaces (O stream).
We apply the method of Section 3 to infer routing changes
separately from the I and O streams. We compare cases
where we infer a routing change for the same R,D pair us-
ing both I and O streams. For example, for a R,D pair,
we infer the time windows [ti1, t

i
2] and [to1, t

o
2] using the I

stream and O stream, respectively. Using data from August
1, 2008, we find 2024 R,D pairs for which we inferred a rout-
ing change in both the I and O streams; For each of these
R,D pairs, the time windows are overlapping. Thus, the I

and O streams – which come from two independent sources
– give consistent information about routing changes.

5.3 Delayed Forwarding Table Updates
We use FlowRoute to measure the times at which routers

update forwarding tables in response to routing changes.
Figure 3 shows the set of update ranges for a router A near
the time of an OSPF event cluster on July 9, 2008. The
OSPF event times are indicated by the horizontal band be-
tween 23,514 and 23,549 on the y-axis (denoting seconds
since the start of the day.) The x-axis is the index of a desti-
nationD, and each vertical bar illustrates a range (A, [t1, t2], D).
The lower end of the bar (t1) is the last time that we saw a
flow routed towards to the old next hop, and the upper end
of the bar (t2) is the time we first saw a flow routed to the
new next hop. We sort the destination indices in increasing
order of t1. For router A, the range for each destination
overlaps the OSPF events; in this sense the FlowRoute view
is consistent with the OPSFMon view. For some destina-
tions, we obtain ranges that are narrower than one second,
giving a fairly fine temporal resolution with which we can
detect routing changes for those destinations.

Figure 4 shows the case of router B for an OSPF event

4While we may observe a routing change at both vantage
points, often we only see it at one or the other location due
to sampling.
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Figure 4: Router B: Updates of next hop to some
destinations occur after last OSPF event.

cluster on July 4, 2008. The time range in which router
B updated its route to some destinations (indices less than
100) overlaps the OSPF events; updates to these destina-
tions could be consistent with the OSPF event cluster. For
destinations with indices larger than 100, the lower end of
the range is up to 50 seconds after the last OSPF event. The
correctness of this observation is not affected by flow rates
and sampling – the lower end of these ranges is a lower
bound on when the router updated its forwarding table (see
discussion in Section 4.3). We make two observations here.
First, it appears that forwarding table updates for router
B are spread out over time. Second, for destination indices
greater than 100, router B was forwarding flows to the old
next hop at least until the lower end of the range – more than
50 seconds after the OSPF event. This finding is significant
because distributed routing protocols expect forwarding ta-
ble updates to occur at about the same time across routers to
ensure stability. Even a single router updating its forwarding
table over an extended period (10s of seconds) could impact
network-wide convergence. In Section 5.4, we describe cases
where delayed forwarding table updates caused forwarding
loops.

We measured the frequency of delayed forwarding table
updates in the two month dataset from July and August
2008. Let [t1, t2] be the window in which router R changed
its next hop towards destination D in response to an OSPF
event cluster from [ts, te]. We say that a router R shows
delayed forwarding table updates if t1 > te for at least
N destinations. We use N=3 to avoid spurious conclu-
sions due to a failure of our ECMP detection algorithm.5

Across 2666 OSPF event clusters in the dataset, we found
97010 time ranges (one per R,D pair) that were consis-
tent with the event cluster (i.e., like router A). We found
58 event clusters containing 117 time ranges where at least
one router showed delayed forwarding table updates. Most
routers showed this behavior only once over the two months;
two routers, however, did so 14 times. We observed that
most routers that showed delayed updates were of the same
make/model. Discussions with network operators confirmed

5Different values of N yield qualitatively similar results.

that those routers did indeed have protocol implementation
bugs causing performance issues. The buggy routers have
since been retired from the network.

5.4 Routing Loops
The delayed forwarding table updates described in the

previous section can cause transient routing loops. We show
how FlowRoute can detect such loops in practice. We use
RFRs to identify routing loops using the following algorithm.
Recall that an RFR (R1, t1, t2, D,R2) indicates that the next
hop for router R1 towards destination D was R2 in the time
interval [t1,t2]. To find routing loops, we search for RFRs
of the form (R1, t1, t2, D, R2) and (R2, t3, t4, D, R1), where
the time windows [t1, t2] and [t3, t4] overlap. This pair of
RFRs indicates that a loop between adjacent routers R1 and
R2 affected destination D during the intersection of time
windows [t1, t2] and [t3, t4].

6 To study the duration of each
such loop, we measure the number of consecutive seconds in
which we saw overlapping RFRs for a pair of routers towards
the same destination. We found 392 occurrences of one-hop
loops during our two-month dataset. We found that more
than 90% of these loops were short-lived, seen only in one
or two consecutive seconds. We also found long-lived loops
that lasted for 10s of seconds; the longest was seen in 67
consecutive seconds.
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Figure 5: (a) Initial topology (b) A updates its next
hop and forwards to B, but B is late to update, and
continues to forward to A, resulting in a loop. (c) B
updates its next hop and starts forwarding to D.

We next examine the relationship between the late for-
warding table update phenomenon and transient routing
loops. We found that of the 58 OSPF event clusters in
which we observed late forwarding table updates, 33 were
accompanied by transient one hop loops. Figure 5(a) shows
the initial network topology for one such event. Figure 6
shows the route changes at routers A and B as they react
to the OSPF event cluster which runs from approximately
time 33280 to 33345 (seconds since the start of that day).
This OSPF event cluster includes a cost-out event for link
C-E, i.e., the link metric is increased such that it will not
be part of any computed shortest path. The top graph in
figure 6 shows that the forwarding table changes for router

6Our analysis focused on loops between adjacent routers;
it can be easily extended to loops involving three or more
routers.
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Figure 6: Updates by router A are consistent with
OSPF events (top graph). Late updates by router
B towards certain destinations (second graph). Up-
date ranges for routers A and B for the same set of
destinations (third graph). Spikes in the utilization
of links A-B and B-A (bottom graph).

A are consistent with OSPF events (A changes its next hop
from C to B). The second graph in Figure 6 shows that
the forwarding table changes for router B towards certain
destinations occur several seconds later (B changes its next
hop from A to D). The third graph in Figure 6 shows the
transition ranges for routers A and B towards the set of
destinations for which B updated late. From time around
33320 to 33360, A is forwarding packets towards B (because
it has already changed its next hop), and B is forwarding
packets to A (because it has not yet changed its next hop).
Figure 5(b) shows the situation from time around 33320 to
33360. Router A has updated its forwarding table to use B
as its next hop. Router C has also updated its forwarding
table to use A as its next hop. However, router B has not
updated its forwarding table, causing a forwarding loop be-
tween A and B. Figure 5(c) shows the situation after time
33360, when router B has updated its forwarding table to
use router D as its next hop; routing has stabilized.

The bottom graph in Figure 6 shows the utilization on
links A-B and B-A, averaged over 10 second intervals dur-
ing this event. Link utilization increases in both directions
during the routing loop. Though route changes at other
routers could impact utilization on these links (which could
explain why the utilization in the direction A-B is higher
than in the direction B-A), the fact that the spikes persist

only during the loop suggest that they are primarily due to
the routing loop.

6. DISCUSSION
We presented FlowRoute, a tool that uses passive flow-

level measurements and works in conjunction with existing
control plane monitors to study forwarding table dynamics.
FlowRoute identified cases of delayed forwarding table up-
dates and routing loops in a large tier-1 ISP network. These
results are significant, as such anomalies are undetectable
using control plane monitors alone. Before concluding, we
mention ways in which the benefit of FlowRoute could be
improved in the future.

6.1 Network-wide effects of routing changes
As FlowRoute uses data collected from hundreds of routers

in the ISP’s network, operators can use it to quantify the
network-wide effects of routing changes. For example, we
have used FlowRoute to measure how many routers in the
network were “affected” by a routing change (in the sense
that traffic traversing those routers was re-routed). Fur-
ther, we have used FlowRoute to measure traffic shifts and
changes in link utilization caused by routing events – at a
finer time resolution than is possible with SNMP-based ap-
proaches. Due to space constraints, we could not present the
results of measuring network-wide effects of routing changes.

6.2 Flexible Netflow
We expect that Flexible Netflow [5] will eventually make

its way into production networks. Flexible Netflow allows
operators to configure the fields that are part of the flow
key. In particular, we could have the flow key consist of the
input interface, output interface, and destination, where the
destination refers to the iBGP next hop (see Section 4.1).
Using this feature, the router can directly export a Routing
Flow Record as defined in Section 3. These records, which
would be generated directly by the router and which would
include first and last packet timestamps, would allow us to
get more detailed timing information about routing changes.
Flexible Netflow can also help to overcome some of the prob-
lems of packet and flow sampling, which affect FlowRoute’s
temporal resolution. As mentioned in Section 4.3, we can
augment existing traffic with additional active probes, and
Flexible NetFlow can be configured to select all probe pack-
ets based on a pre-defined signature. We can then set the
active probing rate to achieve a desired temporal resolution.

6.3 Online FlowRoute
FlowRoute, as described in this paper, uses an offline ap-

proach. The method relies on collecting Netflow records
from different routers and creating Routing Flow Records
using topology data collected by SNMP. Currently, FlowRoute
requires on the order of a few hours to process a day’s worth
of Netflow data from several hundred routers. There is no
reason a priori that this paradigm could not be extended to
work in near real-time. Such a system would run a collector
that aggregates and processes flow-level measurements from
multiple routers and provides alerts about routing events.
Tackling the systems and scalability issues involved in mak-
ing FlowRoute near-online is a direction we plan to pursue
in future work.
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